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Abstract—Classically, the association of high-order modulation
techniques to binary channel coding suffers from significant infor-
mation loss due to the bit level channel probabilities computation.
In this paper, we investigate the association of Non-Binary Low-
Density Parity-Check codes (NB-LDPC) and Cyclic Code-Shift
Keying (CCSK) which aims at preventing the information loss
by computing the probabilities at the symbol level. Simulation
results over Gaussian and Rayleigh channels demonstrate that
this association leads to significant performance gains (≈ 2.6dB

over the Gaussian channel and ≈ 3.5dB over the Rayleigh
channel).

Index Terms—Spread spectrum communication, Parity check
codes, Iterative decoding, Galois fields

I. INTRODUCTION

Cyclic Code-Shift Keying (CCSK) [1], also known as Code-

Phase-Shift Keying (CPSK), is an L-ary Direct-Sequence

Spread-Spectrum (DSSS) technique that improves the spectral

efficiency of spread-spectrum systems. CCSK modulation is

characterized by the simplicity of the mapping and demapping

operations. This property justifies the use of CCSK modulation

in the Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS)

[2]. Likewise, some works are studying the possibility of

using CCSK modulation in future Global Navigation Satellite

Systems (GNSS) [3].

In state-of-the-art, CCSK modulation is studied in combina-

tion with binary codes. The inconvenience of this scheme is the

loss of information when computing the bit probabilities. This

issue is overcome by using iterative demodulation schemes

that add more complexity to the receiver. This work proposes

to associate CCSK modulation to Non-Binary Low-Density

Parity-Check (NB-LDPC) codes. This kind of association has

several advantages:

• As CCSK modulation is processed symbol-by-symbol

rather than bit-by-bit, the combination with a non-binary

code is directly performed without additional hardware

cost.

• The soft demodulator produces uncorrelated symbol

probabilities that are directly introduced in the decoder.

• The soft demodulator is easily implemented using Fast

Fourier Transform (FFT) and Inverse Fast Fourier Trans-

form (IFFT) operations [4].

In [5], [6], the authors studied a similar scheme where

NB-LDPC codes are combined with Orthogonal Modulation

(OM) using Walsh–Hadamard sequences. In their work, soft

demodulation is done using a bank of matched filters even

if the Walsh-Hadamard transform would be more appropriate.

In addition, they only show performance over the Gaussian

channel. In this work, we first propose to implement the

soft demodulator using simple FFT/IFFT operations which

reduces the complexity of the receiver. On the other hand, we

consider transmission over the Rayleigh block-fading channel.

Simulations show that performance over the Gaussian channel

and the fully interleaved Rayleigh channel are very close (a

gap of only ≈ 0.2dB is observed).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion II presents NB-LDPC coding and decoding. Section III

provides a mathematical description of CCSK modulation.

Section IV describes the association of CCSK modulation

and NB-LDPC codes. Simulation results are then presented

in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. NON-BINARY LDPC CODES

Denote by GF(q) the finite (or Galois) field of order q = 2p,

where p ∈ N∗
+. LDPC codes are linear block codes defined by

a sparse parity-check matrix H whose entries belong to a finite

field GF(q = 2p). If p > 1 , they are called NB-LDPC codes.

In other words, NB-LDPC codes are an extension of binary

LDPC codes which aim to reduce the gap of performance with

the Shannon limit when using small or moderate codeword

lengths [7], [8]. The matrix H is constructed randomly and

consists of N columns and M rows. N is the codeword length

and M the number of parity-check equations. The number

of information symbols per codeword is denoted by K . The

code rate is a measure of the amount of the redundancy and

is defined by R = K
N

.



NB-LDPC decoders are designed with iterative message

passing algorithms. The Belief Propagation (BP) [8] is one

of the most efficient decoding algorithms but has very high

complexity. FFT-based BP [9], log-based BP [10] and log-

BP-FFT [11] were proposed to overcome the complexity of

the classical BP decoder while keeping the same performance.

Much effort has been dedicated to the design of suboptimal

low-complexity algorithms for NB-LDPC decoding. For exam-

ple, the Extended Min-Sum (EMS) algorithm [12] reduces the

decoding complexity by reducing the size of the exchanged

messages (at each decoding iteration, two connected nodes

only exchange the nm most reliable symbols, nm ≪ q).

This suboptimality leads to a performance loss that can be

overcome using an efficient offset correction.

III. CYCLIC CODE-SHIFT KEYING

CCSK is a DSSS modulation technique that uses 2L wave-

forms to send L-bit symbols. Each waveform is a unique

circular shift of a fundamental Pseudorandom Noise sequence

PN whose length is equal to 2L chips. Let SL = {l, 0 ≤ l ≤
2L− 1} be the set of data symbol values. The waveform PNl

associated to l, l ∈ SL, satisfies the rule:

∀i ∈ [0, 2L − 1] : PN(i) = PNl

(

(i+ l) mod 2L
)

(1)

The fundamental PN sequence can be generated using a

Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR). LFSRs are known to

generate maximal length sequences with good autocorrelation

properties. One should note that CCSK is not orthogonal

since all the sequences are derived from a unique PN signal.

However, the authors in [4] showed that CCSK has close

performance to OM over an AWGN channel when the symbol

error probability is larger than 10−4.

The CCSK soft demodulation is performed by computing

the cross-correlation vector between the received signal and

all the possible sequences. This task can be achieved using

a bank of matched filters as suggested in [1]. Nevertheless,

a more convenient implementation is to compute the cross-

correlation by applying FFT and IFFT operations.

IV. NB-LDPC CODED CCSK MODULATION

This section presents the association of CCSK modulation to

NB-LDPC codes which aims at better exploiting the good error

correcting capabilities of this family of codes by preventing

the loss of information at the soft demodulation. The system

model is illustrated in Fig. 1.

A. The transmitter model

At the transmitter, message bits are grouped into p-bit sym-

bols and then encoded by an NB-LDPC encoder to generate

the codeword. After that, a p-ary CCSK encoder associates

the appropriate waveform signal to each codeword symbol by

right-shifting the fundamental PN sequence. The Galois field

is constructed by taking a root α of an irreducible polynomial

over GF(2). The null element is directly mapped to PN .

Fig. 1. Block diagram of NB-LDPC coded CCSK modulation

The other GF(q = 2p) elements are mapped according to

the following rule:

∀k ∈ [0, q − 2] : CCSK(αk) = PNk+1 (2)

At the back end, the chip modulation is done using Binary

Phase-Shift Keying (BPSK).

B. Demodulation and log-likelihood ratios computation

Let us denote Y = [yi]0≤i≤q−1 the transmitted CCSK signal

associated to a given codeword symbol and Z = [zi]0≤i≤q−1

the received sequence corresponding to Y . Assuming a fre-

quency nonselective Rayleigh fading channel, Z is given by:

∀i ∈ [0, q − 1] : zi = γiyi + δi (3)

where δi is a realization of a white Gaussian noise of variance

σ2, and γi is a realization of a Rayleigh noise characterized

by the following probability density function:

∀γi ∈ R
∗
+ : P (γi) = 2γie

−γ2

i (4)

Γ = [γi]0≤i≤q−1 is the set of Rayleigh noise factors corre-

sponding to Z . If ∀i ∈ [0, q − 1] : γi = 1, the channel is an

Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel.

Assuming ideal Channel State Information (CSI) at the

receiver, the Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR) is given by:

∀k ∈ [0, q − 2] : LLR
(

αk
)

= ln

(

P
(

Z|(Γ, αk)
)

P
(

Z|(Γ, 0)
)

)

LLR(0) = 0 (5)

∀k ∈ [0, q − 2], Y k+1 = [yk+1

i ]0≤i≤q−1 denotes the CCSK

sequence corresponding to αk, and Y 0 = [y0i ]0≤i≤q−1 denotes

the one corresponding to the null symbol. Thus, the LLR can

be written as follows:

LLR
(

αk
)

= ln

(

P
(

Z|(Γ, Y k+1)
)

P
(

Z|(Γ, Y 0)
)

)

(6)



Fig. 2. LLR computation circuit

Assuming independent distribution of errors, we get:

LLR
(

αk
)

= ln

(

∏q−1

i=0
P
(

zi|(γi, yk+1

i )
)

∏q−1

i=0
P
(

zi|(γi, y0i )
)

)

(7)

Next, given that:

P
(

zi|(γi, yk+1

i )
)

=
1√
2πσ2

exp

(

− (zi − γiy
k+1

i )2

2σ2

)

(8)

it follows that:

LLR
(

αk
)

=
1

σ2

q−1
∑

i=0

(

γiy
k+1

i zi
)

− 1

σ2

q−1
∑

i=0

(

γiy
0
i zi
)

(9)

If the EMS decoding algorithm is used, the LLR expression

can be simplified without affecting the performance by omit-

ting the 1

σ2 common factor:

LLR
(

αk
)

=

q−1
∑

i=0

(

γiy
k+1

i zi
)

−
q−1
∑

i=0

(

γiy
0
i zi
)

(10)

Let us denote C
(

ΓZ, Y k+1
)

=
∑q−1

i=0

(

γiy
k+1

i zi
)

and

C
(

ΓZ, Y 0
)

=
∑q−1

i=0

(

γiy
0
i zi
)

. Note that each of

C
(

ΓZ, Y k+1
)

and C
(

ΓZ, Y 0
)

is the cross-correlation of a

given CCSK sequence and the received signal Z scaled by Γ.

Therefore, as mentioned in Section III, it is more convenient to

use FFT/IFFT operations to compute equation (10). The LLR

computation circuit is illustrated in Fig. 2. The normalization

term C
(

ΓZ, Y 0
)

is first saved in a register and then subtracted

from the remaining outputs of the IFFT circuit.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

We consider performance of GF(64)-LDPC coded CCSK

modulation. Monte-Carlo simulations were performed using

regular NB-LDPC codes that were designed within the frame-

work of the European DAVINCI project [13]. The codewords

are randomly generated so that the joint demodulator–decoder

is independent of the transmitted codeword. In the remainder

of this section, K and N are expressed in bits. The PN

sequence consists of 64 chips generated using an LFSR of size

6 chips defined by the primitive polynomial Q (x) = x6+x+1.

More specifically, the LFSR generates a periodic sequence of

63 chips that has excellent autocorrelation properties; then

an additional chip is inserted to obtain the 64-length se-

quence. Therefore, the corresponding autocorrelation function

is slightly altered. On the receiver side, the simulations were

performed by the EMS algorithm in addition to the BP

algorithm because the latter has no practical interest. On the

one hand, the BP decoder has been implemented using the log-

BP-FFT scheme due to its reduced complexity compared to the

straightforward scheme. On the other hand, the EMS decoder

has been implemented by fixing the size of the truncated

messages to nm = 24 and the value of the correction offset

to 1. For both decoders the maximum number of decoding

iterations is fixed to 100.

In Fig. 3, several GF(64)-LDPC coded CCSK modulation

schemes with different code lengths are compared to the

Shannon theoretical limit of equivalent finite length codes

[14]. To make the comparison fair, the spectral efficiency of

the coded CCSK modulation should be taken into account.

Thus, the value of the code rate used to compute the Shannon

limit is equal to the rate of the corresponding GF(64)-LDPC

code multiplied by the CCSK modulation rate (i.e. R · 6

64
). At

FER = 10−4 we observe a gap of ≈ 1dB with the Shannon

limit for the three considered codelengths.
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Fig. 3. FER performance of NB-LDPC coded CCSK modulation over the
AWGN channel.

Fig. 4 shows that GF(64)-LDPC coded CCSK modulation

and GF(64)-LDPC coded OM (using Sylvester constructed

Hadamard matrix of order 64) have nearly the same perfor-

mance over the AWGN channel. Therefore, non binary coded

CCSK is an attractive choice because of its low implementa-

tion cost. Fig. 4 also shows the performance of binary LDPC

codes constructed using the Progressive Edge Growth (PEG)

algorithm [15], [16]. PEG codes have demonstrated good

performance for small block lengths. The simulation of the

PEG codes is done using the Min-Sum decoding algorithm

and a maximum number of decoding iterations equal to 500.

As can be observed, the performance of the PEG-LDPC

coded CCSK modulation is worse than the PEG-LDPC coded

BPSK modulation. The observed degradation is due to the loss

of information in the calculation of the bit LLR values. In

contrast, the performance of the GF(64)-LDPC coded CCSK

modulation is significantly improved compared to the GF(64)-
LDPC coded BPSK modulation. In this case, the decoder



fully benefits from the time diversity introduced by the CCSK

modulation because the demodulation is done without loss of

information.
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Fig. 4. BER performance of NB-LDPC coded CCSK modulation over the
AWGN channel.

Fig. 5 shows the performance of GF(64)-LDPC coded

CCSK modulation over the Rayleigh block-fading channel.

In such a channel, the fading remains constant within the

same block of transmitted chips (or bits) but is independent

from block to block. The number of chips (or bits) per block

is denoted by nb. A realistic model of that channel can be

obtained by an interleaved Orthogonal Frequency-Division

Multiplexing (OFDM) scheme. Using an ideal chip interleaver

(nb = 1 chip), the performance of the GF(64)-LDPC coded

CCSK modulation is close to its performance over the AWGN

channel (a gap of ≈ 0.2dB is observed between the two

curves). Note that such surprising result is due to the fact

that:

• The diversity of the channel is equal to the total number

of transmitted chips (i.e. N
6
· 64).

• The receiver is fully able to benefit from the diversity of

the channel.

For comparison purposes, nb is fixed to 11 chips for the

GF(64)-LDPC coded CCSK modulation and to 1 bit for the

PEG-LDPC coded CCSK modulation, so that the two schemes

have roughly the same diversity order (i.e. N for the PEG

code and N ·64
66

for the DAVINCI code). At BER = 10−4,

a gap of ≈ 3.5dB is observed between the two curves.

Even by reducing the channel diversity (nb = 64 chips), the

performance of the GF(64)-LDPC coded CCSK modulation

remains better at the low SNR region but has a lower slope.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the use of NB-LDPC codes as a non binary

coding scheme for CCSK modulation has been proposed. The

combination is straightforward and adds no hardware com-

plexity to the transmitter. The soft demodulation is simplified
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Fig. 5. BER performance of NB-LDPC coded CCSK modulation over the
Rayleigh channel.

and can be performed using FFT/IFFT operations. Further-

more, LLR values are computed without loss of information

which benefits the decoder from the diversity introduced by

the CCSK modulation. Monte-Carlo simulations show that

performance is significantly improved, which renders the

presented scheme an attractive solution for systems requiring

low transmission power such as sensor networks. In addition,

since CCSK is designed to increase the transmission bit

rate of a spread spectrum signal, non-binary coded CCSK

modulation is a potential candidate for future GNSS systems.

Finally, future work will be dedicated to show the benefits

of non binary coded CCSK modulation with Single-Carrier

Frequency-Domain-Equalization (SC-FDE) systems [17].
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